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JOY HENDRY REVEALS INDIGENOUS WISDOM

By Marcus Ferrar
“Slash and Burn. Is that good or bad? ” I am talking to an
anthropologist who has worked in the Third World, so I
stammer that it’s clearly a terrible practice.
“Wrong!” exclaims Professor Joy Hendry (a member of
Writers in Oxford) “In South America, tribal groups slash and
burn to clear a plot which they cultivate for a limited period,
and then move on allowing the forest to regenerate. Slash
and burn is a positive. It’s sustainable.”
Science and Sustainability: Learning From Indigenous
Wisdom” is the title of Joy’s new book appearing this
September. She has spent long periods of her life
investigating how peoples we have called primitive actually
integrated the magical and spiritual into science – and
proved its validity empirically.
Australia’s devastating fires occur in the south where
Aborigines no longer burn the bush each year to keep the
land sustainable. Maoris in New Zealand have developed a
health system based mid, body and spirit, family and
community.

The government features it on its web site. Australian
Aboriginal groups also have their own calendars which
their government has realised documents climate
change. In Canada, Native American science is taught in a
number of state schools.
Western science rejects practices which can’t be tested in
laboratories. “Our scientists err in thinking they can
control everything. The idea of separating science from
the spiritual and magical, and forgetting that we are part
of the world we are examining, is a problem in Western
thinking,” says Joy.
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WALKERS’ BOOK WINS PRIZE

Joy quotes a Native American scholar as saying: “In our
language we could explain quantum physics. But we
don’t want our science to have to stand up to Western
scrutiny. Both are culturally-bound.”
Joy has been assembling bodies of knowledge which are
tried, tested and used, but are passed on verbally rather
than in writing. “Science is encased in stories, as well as
in art and performances.”

Hugh Thomson (above) has won the £5,000 Thwaites
Wainwright Prize for his book The Green Road Into The

In the Hebrides, she says the Western approach went
badly wrong: modern settlers pulled down the old black
houses and replaced them with more salubrious white
houses. Black houses had a peat fire in the middle with
no chimney, and farm animals lived at one end. The new
white houses lost heat and the inhabitants caught
diseases. As a Virtual Hebrides web site puts it: “The
ammonia in the [animal] urine was a natural antedote
to TB; the peat was an antidote to midges. The urine
and the peat together a natural antidote to lung
disease. The peat and the thatch together were a
natural fertiliser. In a blackhouse nothing was wasted it was an environmentally, Green, holistic dwelling.”

Trees: A Walk through England.

Joy, an Emeritus Professor of Brookes University, started
organising her time for writing when she had her first
baby. “Unless I was teaching, I would stay at home
every morning. When the baby had a nap, I wrote and
edited. I knew the baby would only sleep for two hours,
so that kept me focused.”

Charlotte Higgins and 'Walking Home' by Simon

Joy realises I used to work as a journalist for Reuters.
She was interviewed for a job there too once, but the
senior editor told her “We once did hire a woman, but it
turned out very badly.” That was the end of that. She
was saved for academia.
Pictures: 1: fires set by aborigines in Australia to control
bush growth, 2: Joy on the island of Lewis.

At a ceremony at the The Royal College of Surgeons’
Library, London, Dame Fiona Reynolds , the chair of the
panel of judges, described the book as “a narrative
journey spiced with humour and anecdote, gritty reality
and evocation of place and history… In the end, the
winner that emerged captured for us the best mix of
contemporary nature and travel writing.”
The other short-listed books were: 'Badgerlands' by
Patrick Barkham, 'Field Notes from a Hidden City: An
Urban Nature Diary' by Esther Woolfson, 'The Old
Ways' by Robert Macfarlane, 'Under Another Sky' by
Armitage .
Hugh Thompson said: “After years of travelling in exotic
places like Peru, Mexico and the Indian Himalaya, this
book gave me the chance to explore perhaps the
strangest of them all - my own.”
The prize was established in memory of the fell-walker
and travel writer, Alfred Wainwright (1907-1991). It
was organised by Frances Lincoln, the publisher of
Wainwright’s books, with £5000 going to the winner.

- Jolyon Atwooll (abridged The Daily Telegraph)
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ANOTHER PRIZE (£7,500):
FOOD & DRINK ANYONE?
Entries are now being sought for the 2015 Jeremy
Mogford Prize for Food and Drink Writing, the
annual short story competition run by the FT
Weekend Oxford Literary Festival in association
with Oxford Gastronomica, part of the Oxford
School of Hospitality Management at Oxford
Brookes University. Food and drink has to be at
the heart of the tale. The story could, for
instance, be fiction or fact about a chance
meeting over a drink, a life-changing conversation
over dinner, or a relationship explored through
food or drink. It could be crime or intrigue; in fact,
any subject as long as it involves food and/or
drink in some way.
Applicants are invited from anywhere in the
world. They can be published or unpublished
authors, but the entry itself must be previously
unpublished. The story should be up to 2,500
words and must be written in English.
Entries should be submitted by email as a Word
document to the
mogfordprize@oxfordliteraryfestival.org by
January 1, 2015 (one submission per person and
not previously published). Entrants should also
supply their home address, email and telephone
number, their age and profession.
The winning entry will be announced at the FT
Weekend Oxford Literary Festival in March 2015
and the winner will be presented with £7,500.
Terms & Conditions apply.
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MAKING IT LEAP OFF THE PAGE
By Jane Bingham
How do you make history leap off the page? That
was the question addressed by three Writers in
Oxford in a lively group discussion.
Maggie Black is compiling a memoir based on
journals and letters of her Great Grandfather who
emigrated to Australia in 1839. Impressed by the
power of his writing (“like an Old Testament
prophet”), Maggie decided to allow her Great
Grandfather’s voice to emerge. She sees her role as
an interpreter, presenting “glimpses from a
squatter’s life”.
Heather Rosser drew on family for her historical
novel, In the Line of Duty, in which she imagines the
lives of her great grandparents during the Great War.
The process of writing it has been – at least in part –
an attempt to find explanations for some dark family
secrets. (Heather claims that novelists “want to fix
things that are broken”.) She has undertaken
meticulous research – in museums and in real places
– as part of her imaginative journey.
Jane Cammack was inspired by her grandmother’s
memories of wartime London to write a children’s
novel about World War II. Set during the Blitz and
told from a child’s point of view, it shows “ordinary
people caught up in extraordinary events”. Jane
discussed the historical writer’s challenge of creating
a world that is entirely convincing without
bludgeoning the reader with evidence of research.
The discussion broadened to include such topics as …
How does a writer find the right point of view? Does
a first-person narrator work better than a thirdperson omniscient voice? Should events be told in
the past or present tense? And how does an author
put words into the mouths of historical characters?
Discussion continued long afterwards over a glass or
two of wine. In short, a vintage Writers in Oxford
evening!
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SELLING TO NICHE MARKETS
By Jeremy Wilson
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For a limited period, well in advance, we offer the book to
subscribers at the lowest price we can afford.

We

advertise the subscription on our website and send emails

My wife and I set up Castle Hill Press to publish scholarly

to previous subscribers. Then we announce a price that is

editions of T.E. Lawrence’s writings and correspondence.

higher, but still less than the price after publication. The

We wanted to create books that mainstream publishers

total of subscriptions and pre-publication orders is usually

wouldn’t think viable. For that, we needed a different

between a third and half the edition.

business model.

As a result, on publication day every Castle Hill Press book

We hold all the materials amassed during research for

is debt-free. We keep titles in print for at least five years,

publication of an authorised biography of Lawrence.

and ensure that our books are never remaindered. We

Lawrence has long attracted fine-press publishers. The

only bind enough copies to meet short-term demand.

resulting editions appeal to collectors, creating a market
for more.

After publication, our objective is to acquire new direct
subscribers for the whole Letters series, not to sell

I realised our USP could be exceptional content. There are

individual volumes. So we set a high price for buying one

two requirements for viable niche publication: a real

volume on its own. The price per volume reduces if the

market that is defined and accessible, and books which

customer buys two, three or four volumes at a time.

appeal to that market strongly.

As for the book trade, hardly any booksellers would buy

I felt that my editorial approach would be right for an

for stock a book retailing at over £100. Most will only

audience seriously interested in Lawrence – quite small,

order one book if a customer asks for it. We don’t know

but big enough.

who the customer is, so we can’t offer them a

We would make our books handsome. If you aren’t

subscription for future volumes.

producing many copies, producing them better adds

High-street chains ruled themselves out, because their

surprisingly little cost.

terms would have forced our prices sky-high. Amazon is

We set up the press in 1997, when the Internet was

no better. In a niche market we don’t need Amazon. That

providing cheap and effective ways to reach niche markets.

left us with just a few trade outlets — library agents, plus

We had a product and a market.

a few bookshops specialising in T.E. Lawrence.

But we had to learn that we didn’t have the resource to

The commitment to keep titles in print for at least five

handle book-trade orders. Gardners held stock on

years has paid dividends. Our backlist has increased, and

consignment and we directed trade orders to them. We

so have its earnings. I don’t think our business model

realised that we could sell books direct at a fraction of the

would work for everyone, but it has worked for us.

cost of selling through the trade.

As for the book trade, I’d like to see the end of sale-or-

The Lawrence letters series of books we planned had to be

return, and bookseller payments should be at 30 days.

affordable. How could we achieve that?

Also, an end to RRPs and marked prices in books.

Nobody will buy a book unless they think it’s worth the

Booksellers should decide their own margins and prices.

price. When a book arrives in the post, it should always be

With a fairer market, we’d see more small bookshops, less

better than what the buyer is expecting. That has to be

distortion in pricing, a better market for mid-list titles, and

immediately visible. We have tried to put that into

lower prices overall. That would be good for authors and

practice.

readers. - abridged by MF
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HOW AUTHORS CAN EARN FROM RESALES
By William Pryor
Bookbarn International sold hundreds of thousands of
second-hand and rare books all over the world in the year
to Feb 2014. While digital technologies have been eating
into the sales of physical books, they have actually
enabled the growth of the global second-hand book
business.
The music industry has the PPL and PRS to ensure
copyright holders are paid whenever their music is played
in public. With works of graphic or plastic art there is the
droit de suite or Art Resale Right. Film-makers are paid by
cinemas, broadcasters and online subscribers.
But until now no writer in the UK has benefitted anything
from the resale of their books.
As a published writer and small publisher myself, this fact
niggled at me when my colleague and I took over
Bookbarn International. The creators of the commodity
we trade in get nothing from our trade, unlike musicians,
composers, film-makers, photographers, painters, printmakers and sculptors.
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AN “ALMOST ENGLISH” OXFORD GIRL
By Mary Cavanagh
A full house of WiO members gathered at The King’s Arms
for a talk by the prize-winning novelist Charlotte Mendelson.
She came across as warm and self-effacing as she launched
into her early years as a north Oxford girl. Born in London,
she was brought to Oxford at the age of two and lived in
Warnborough Road. She attended Oxford Girl’s High School,
and then Oxford University before starting ‘the rest of her
life’. She now lives with her own family in north London.
Her unique take on north Oxford and its idiosyncratic
populace is one of ‘people who think too much’ and are ‘far
too clever for real life’. She joked that one sometimes
couldn’t tell the difference between polymath geniuses and
‘down-and-outs’.
Her grandparents were working class refugees who made
something of themselves through grit and determination,
and encouraged their children to high academic success. She
spoke about the intense character of her Hungarian
maternal grandmother, whom she incorporated as a

So I approached the ALCS with an idea based on the
artists’ Droit de Suite. I was invited to discuss the scheme
with an ALCS committee. They asked: “Why does
Bookbarn International want to do this? Why elect to pay
out this money voluntarily?”

character in her most recent novel, Almost English.

My answer was that we want to do the right thing.

her ‘tiny and messy’ home office. She looks for excuses to

So we have just launched a pilot Book Author’s Resale
Right scheme (or BARR) with the support and cooperation of the ALCS. We send them quarterly reports of
our sales by author, which they match with their author
members list. They return a report with sales matched to
authors, and we pay the agreed royalty. It won’t be huge,
but it will be a start.
Apart from enabling a global market for second-hand
books, one of many other innovations brought about by
the internet is the practice of crowd-funding, whereby the
crowd can invest anything from £10 to £10,000 in a
suitably vetted project through, in our case, the FCA
approved Crowdcube web platform. Do have a look.

Having been long-listed, short-listed and won as many
literary prizes as you can think of, she spends the first half of
the week as publisher and editor of Tindal Press - a
successful small publisher - and the latter half ensconced in
break off for gardening, but knows that writing is only
achieved by ‘a bum on a seat’.
Her novels are about family roles and relationships, sibling
rivalry, self-depreciating humour, and where the characters
seem normal but are hiding big emotional crises. She ‘leaves
threads unsolved’ that leave the reader thinking.
Charlotte Mendelson is the author of Almost English (2013),
When We Were Bad (2007), Daughters of Jerusalem (2003),
and Love In Idleness (2001).
See www.charlottemendelson.com)
Mary Cavanagh’s latest book published in summer 2014 is
Who Was Angela Zendalic?

INSIDE STORY HEADLINE
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OXFORD CANAL RADIO PLAYS IN JERICHO
By Heather Dunmore
In Spring this year the Oxford Canal Heritage
project put out a call for ten minute radio plays
inspired by the Oxford canal. Duly inspired, I
began investigating the canal which led to my
discovery of the pocket of urban wilderness
immediately south of the Frenchay Road canal
bridge known as the Trap Grounds.
Further research took me via the riverbank tales
in The Wind in the Willows to Kenneth Grahame
who was educated at St Edward’s School and
buried in Oxford. Add to the mix his cousin Sir
Anthony Hope Hawkins, author of The Prisoner
of Zenda, and I had the seeds of a short play

On Thursday 5th June the Oxford Canal Heritage

which became Revisiting the Trap Grounds.

project arranged for live readings of the plays in
St Barnabas’ Church, Jericho. (above). Revisiting

When I heard that I was one of four finalists I

the Trap Grounds was read by eight actors

was naturally delighted, especially as Maria

including the amazing Steve Caro as Kenneth

Parsons, Project Manager of the Oxford Canal

Grahame and Piers Ibbotson as Anthony Hope

Heritage project confirmed that the quality of

Hawkins. Philip Pullman - who was unable to

the entries had been very high. Becoming a

attend - had already selected Breaking the Ice as

finalist had the added bonus of being assigned

the winning script but as Katie Baxendale said

one of the professional writers from the

“We are all winners” because all of the four

shortlisting team as a mentor to help those

plays will be produced as broadcasts and are to

writers selected to elevate our plays to the

be available as recordings from the Oxford

highest possible standard.

Canal Heritage website,
www.oxfordcanalheritage.org.

My mentor, the screenwriter and script editor,
Paul Rutman (Vera, Lewis) provided invaluable

It was a project I’m pleased and proud to have

support and expertise. The Oxford Canal Plays

been involved in. The Wind in the Willows had

Artistic Director, script writer Katie Baxendale

been one of my father’s favourite books and

(Sugar Rush, At Home with the Braithwaites)

exploring the writer’s life was revelatory and

mentored David McShane (Breaking the Ice),

fascinating. It was one of those writing

Mark Haddon was paired with Kelvin Fawdry

exercises that was simply very, very enjoyable

(Friendship) and the Programme Co-ordinator/

and hearing the play read in the wonderful St

Tutor on the Writing for Performance course at

Barnabas Church, ultimately hugely satisfying.

Ruskin, John Retallack, mentored Lara Fairy
Love (Magic Corner).
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Fifty writers came on a midsummer evening to Janie Hampton’s garden in Temple Cowley for the
annual summer party of Writers in Oxford.

JUST OUT ...
Heather Rosser’s debut novel:

The OXFORD WRITER

...

is published by Writers In Oxford
www.writersinoxford.org
Editor: Marcus Ferrar
marcus@ferrar.org.uk
Email Marcus with your news.
Suggest a subject. Propose an
article. All ideas welcome!
Any views in this newsletter are
those of the authors, not of
Writers in Oxford.
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1810: BALLOON OVER OXFORD
by Ann Spokes-Symonds
Those who were unable to hear Richard Smith’s talk on
James Sadler on 7th July missed an exceptionally
amusing talk. Sadler was the first Englishman to fly in a
balloon and took off not far from the St Aldate’s Tavern
where we were meeting. Although the exact spot is
somewhere on the site of St Hilda’s College, there is a
plaque commemorating the event in Deadman’s Walk,
Christ Church Meadow.
Although many early balloonists were killed and Sadler
often took off into a gale force wind, he survived, living
to the age of 75. He is buried in the churchyard of St
Peter in the East not far from the High Street here in
Oxford.
Richard’s book on Sadler is called The Man with his
Head in the Clouds, copies of which he brought to the
meeting.

Richard has a wonderful eye for pictures. Some of those he
showed we would have liked to take home. There was one
of a black cat with a large white bib sitting in a window beside a notice showing a picture of an identical black cat with
a large white bib with the words MISSING on it.
Told that the books which sold best were ones on golf, cats
and Hitler he showed a book entitled ‘Golf for Cats’ with a
large swastika underneath it. The author was Alan Coren. It
did not sell.
Guiding people to vote in a pavilion there were two
signs. One said ‘To the Polling Station’ with an arrow
pointing to the way in, and above that, an obviously more
permanent sign saying ‘Do not sit on the fence’.

Th

